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Code. WC01

SIZES

SXS M L XL 2XL

SXS M L XL 2XL

Normal Torso

Long Torso

COLOR

Compression and latex shape body, cause 
sweat, help burn fat and lose inches

Reduces waistline, flattens belly, lifts bust 
through posture improvement 

Hook and eye closures have 3 rows to keep 
tight fit as you lose inches

Use for working out or simply to get into 
your slim clothes

Core: 100% natural latex, Interior Lining: 
96% cotton/4% spandex
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Code. WC02

U

Compression and latex shape body, cause 
sweat, help burn fat and lose inches

Reduces waistline, flattens belly, lifts bust 
through posture improvement 

Hook and eye closures have 3 rows to keep 
tight fit as you lose inches

Use for working out or simply to get into 
your slim clothes

Core: 100% natural latex, Interior Lining: 
96% cotton/4% spandex

Compression and latex shape body, cause 
sweat, help burn fat and lose inches

Reduces waistline, flattens belly, lifts bust 
through posture improvement 

Hook and eye closures have 3 rows to keep 
tight fit as you lose inches

Use for working out or simply to get into 
your slim clothes

Core: 100% natural latex, Interior Lining: 
96% cotton/4% spandex

SIZES

SXS M L XL 2XL

SXS M L XL 2XL

Normal Torso

Long Torso

COLOR

SIZES

SXS M L XL 2XL

SXS M L XL 2XL

Normal Torso

Long Torso

COLOR

Latex Waist Trainer
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Control Thermal Vest
Code. SW10

U

Waist and abdomen control

No-zip underbust body shaper with 
adjustable straps

Latex in mid-section boosts thermal 
activity, helping burn fat and lose inches

Vest provides support and enhances bust

Anti-slip lace at bottom prevents garment 
from rolling up

High compression in mid-section reduces 
waist size, flattens belly and controls back 
bundles

Vest provides support and 
enhances bust, while 
allowing you to wear your 
favorite bra

Short image, need text to fill this space with
important info that can be higlighted. Maybe
talk about the siliconated lace

SIZES

SXS M L XL 2XL

COLOR
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No Zip Waist Cincher
Code. SW01

U

No-zip band that provides high 
compression to control waist and 
tummy

Shape your figure and reduce sizes 
instantly

Use to flatten belly, reduce waist size 
and control bundles

Comfortable and discreet for everyday 
wear

79% polyamide, 21% spandex

Durable band with anti-slip 
elastic at top and bottom to 
prevent garment from 
rolling up or down

SIZES

COLOR

 Flatter your figure every day: wear it 
to the office, to a party, to go shopping 
or run errands

SXS M L XL 2XL



Hi-Waist Control Short
Code. SW03URSULA
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SIZES

COLOR

SXS M L XL 2XL

Flatten belly, define waist, control back and 
thighs and lift butt instantly

Anti-slip elastic at the top of band and base 
of shorts helps to keep garment in place

Modern design with thong effect and light 
fabric on thighs and rear enhances hips and 
lifts and shapes butt

Seamless microfiber Hi-Waist Control Short 
is soft and comfortable, while providing 
firm control in midsection and rear support



SIZES

COLOR

SXS M L XL 2XL

Lift bust, flatten belly and defines waist

Controls back and thighs and lifts butt 
instantly 

Modern preformed design on top and 
short enhances bust and hips

Thong effect and light fabric on rear lifts 
and shapes butt

Seamless microfiber Bodysuit is soft and 
comfortable, while providing firm control 
under bust, in midsection and thighs, and 
rear support

Tank Top & Boyshort
Code. SW04URSULA

U
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Control Boyshort
Code. SW02URSULA
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COLOR

SIZES

SXS M L XL 2XL

Comfortable, no-zip Bodysuit

Latex in midsection and lace accents in short

Reduces waist size, flattens belly, controls 
hips and lifts bust

Latex midsection boosts thermal activity, 
helping burn fat and lose inches

Anti-slip elastic prevents shorts from rolling 
up



Control Body Suit
Code. SW05URSULA
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SIZES

COLOR

SXS M L XL 2XL

Sexy undergarment that provides high 
compression in mid-section to flatten belly, 
shape waist and control back bundles

Polyamide and Spandex blend into a soft elastic 
garment that is comfortable to wear all day long

Delicate lace bra and boyshort adds a feminine 
touch to look sexy in your control lingerie



Control Body Suit
Code. SW06URSULA
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Free of control in bust to 
maintain its natural shape 
and avoid flattening

SIZES

COLOR

SXS M L XL 2XL

Control Bodysuit provides high 
compression in mid-section to flatten 
belly, shape waist and control back 
bundles

Delicate lace bra makes it a sexy garment 
that may be used as outerwear as well

Anti-slip elastic at bottom to prevent 
garment from rolling up






Control Camisole
Code. SW07URSULA
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Control Camisole provides moderate 
compression in mid-section to flatten 
belly, shape waist and control back 
bundles

Modern preformed design on top 

Thong effect and light fabric on rear 
lifts and shapes butt

Seamless microfiber body suit is soft 
and comfortable 

SIZES

COLOR

SXS M L XL 2XL



Control Tank Top
Code. SW09URSULA
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COLOR

SIZES

SXS M L XL 2XL

Lace straps that provides moderate 
compression to control tummy and back 
bundles and shape your waist

Its lace accents makes it a cute top to use as 
outerwear and it’s discreet to wear as an 
undergarment too

Free of control in bust to maintain its natural 
shape and avoid flattening

Anti-slip elastic at bottom to prevent 
garment from rolling up

79% polyamide / 21% spandex



Control Camisole
Code. SW08URSULA
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SIZES

COLOR

SXS M L XL 2XL

Control Camisole is a comfortable top 
that provides moderate compression to 
control tummy and back bundles 

Wear as an undergarment or outerwear

Free of control in bust to maintain its 
natural shape and avoid flattening

Anti-slip elastic at bottom to prevent 
garment from rolling up

79% polyamide / 21% spandex
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1-888-315-2524
www.ursulabodyshapers.com
orders@ursulabodyshapers.com

Ursula Shapewear is proudly made of 
high-quality fabrics and Colombian 
design. Our mission is to help women 
look and feel great. Our sizes are made 
to fit the American woman.

Ⓡ

Original Colombian Fajas
Made in Colombia


